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Objectives

• Understand the different treatment options for pain

• Understand common definitions associated with chronic pain

• Understand how addiction and pain are interrelated



Source of Information



How do we define pain?

• “An unpleasant sensory and emotional 
experience associated with, or resembling that 
which is associated with, actual or potential 
tissue damage” (IASP, 2020)
• Is a personal experience, influenced by biological, 

psychological and social factors

• Cannot be inferred solely from activity in sensory 
neurons

• May have adverse effects on function, 
social/psychological well-being



Chronic pain

• Persistent or recurrent pain lasting longer than 
3 months

• In 2016, approximately 20.4% of US adults had 
chronic pain and 8% had high-impact pain 
limiting life and work activity on most days 
over a 6-month period (CDC, 2018)



Maldynia

• Bad pain- maladaptive

• Complex pain

• Pain as a chronic disease

• Different than eudynia which is normal, acute pain in response to 
threatened or actual tissue damage or injury



Chronic Nociceptive pain

• Involves processes that include 
transduction/activation, transmission, 
modulation/augmentation, and perception

•Pain associated with tissue damage or 
inflammation

-can be somatic or visceral

• ex: from arthritis



Chronic Neuropathic Pain

•Caused by damage to the neural tissue

•Often independent of transduction

• Involves persistent activation, transmission, 
modulation/augmentation and perception

Ex: neuropathy, radiculopathy



Chronic Pain

• For all types of pain, biopsychosocial factors can potentially

influence neuroplastic changes in the CNS

• This determines the salience of the pain for a person and can

influence treatment

• Includes:

• Environment

• Meaning of pain

• Attention

• Mood and affect

• Catastrophizing



Anatomy of Pain Perception



Anatomy of Pain
Stage 1: Nociception

• Noxious stimulus

• Mechanical

• Thermal

• Chemical

• Causes activation of nociceptors leading to depolarization of pain 
afferents (A-delta and C fibers)

• Transmits signal from the peripheral tissue to the dorsal horn of

the spinal cord, but may also transmit rostrally through thalamus

• Project to the somatosensory cortex



Anatomy of Pain

Stage 1: Nociception

•Once the entire system is activated, repetitive
nociceptor stimulation in the periphery can trigger a
hyper-response of the second-order neuron

•This increases pain despite no increase in

nociceptor input



Anatomy of Pain
Stage 2: Peripheral Sensitization

• When noxious stimuli is very intense or

prolonged, there is tissue damage and inflammation

• Causes the “awakening” of inactive

nociceptors which can then spontaneously discharge

• Causes afferent fibers to depolarize at subthreshold
levels



Anatomy of Pain
Stage 2: Peripheral Sensitization

•The firing off an increased number of 
nociceptive afferents codes for an increase in 
the pain signal to the spinal cord and brain

•There is an increased overall pain signal from 
a noxious stimuli

•This phenomenon is referred to as

hyperalgesia



Anatomy of Pain
Stage 2: Peripheral Sensitization

•Also in these circumstances, pain can result
from innocuous light touch that activates
sensitized peripheral neurons- allodynia

•Sunburn is temporary peripheral 
sensitization

•Arthritis is an example of prolonged 
sensitization



Anatomy of Pain
Stage 3: Central Sensitization

•Persistent noxious input sets off a process of
enhancement of responsiveness in the dorsal 
horn

•Continues to be independent of primary afferent 
drive

•Thought to be responsible for secondary 
hyperalgesia:

•Hyperalgesia away from the primary injury location



Anatomy of Pain
Stage 3: Central Sensitization

•Stage 3 pain states are abnormal pain 
states (maldynia)

•Thought to be consequence of chronic 
inflammation:
•Structural (arthritis)
•Damage to nerves (neuropathy)
•Damage in CNS (CVA, MS)

•Changes in CNS (Complex Regional Pain 
Syndrome)



Anatomy of Pain
Stage 3: Central Sensitization

• Maldynia is often characterized by a lack of correlation between

the intensity of peripheral stimulus and the intensity of pain

• Will present as an exaggerated response

• Also could have pain that is triggered by innocuous physical or

psychological stimuli

• Development of Stage 3 pain may also involve genetic, cognitive,

and emotional factors that are yet to be fully understood



Chronic Pain Cycle



Interface between pain and

addiction

• Patients with SUD can express stress or anxiety by:

• Utilizing the word “pain”

• Exaggerating their pain

• Pain and drug reward share common neuroanatomical and 
neurochemical substrates and physiological sequalae (i.e. 
dependence)

• Reinforcing drugs often have analgesic properties



Unique Effects of OUD on Pain

• Genetic variance in P450 system can affect both the amount of

reward and analgesia from opioids that go through this system

• Therefore, super P450 metabolizers will need more opioids to 
receive pain benefits, theoretically increasing their risk for 
exposure and addiction

• Also increases their risk for untreated/uncontrolled pain

• OPRM gene codes the Mu receptor

• Variant of this gene investigated for both pain and addiction

• Thought that carriers of this mutation are more sensitive to pain, 

exhibit reduced effectiveness of opioids and have higher stress 

response, neuroticism, differences in reward processing



Opioid Induced Hyperalgesia

• Increased sensitivity to pain resulting from opioid administration

• Characterized by increase in pain sensation to external stimuli over

time

• Pain spreads to locations beyond the initial pain site

• Can resolve over time



Opioid Induced Hyperalgesia



Opioid Withdrawal Hyperalgesia

•Hyperalgesia has long been recognized as a
fundamental symptom of Opioid Withdrawal
Syndrome

•Can occur following a single or chronic exposure

•Believed that a hyperalgesia state can exist for up 
to 5 months after cessation



Psychological Processes and Pain 
Catastrophizing

• Pain and suffering are modified by interpretation

• Can be more distressing if thought to be a warning of potential

bodily harm

• Catastrophizing is a negative response:

• “This pain will kill me”

• “I will be paralyzed”



Psychological Processes and Pain 
Helplessness vs. Self-Efficacy

• Beliefs about an individuals ability to control pain

• Individuals who feel as though that do not have control (i.e.

learned helplessness) experience:

• Increased depression

• Increased pain and disability



Psychological Processes and Pain 
Locus of Control

• Reflects an individuals tendency to perceive events as determined

by:

• Their own choices and behavior (internal locus of control)

• Outside forces such as friends or family (external)

• Individuals with an internal LOC have better functioning

• Individuals with an external LOC have increased rates of depression and 
anxiety

• Internal LOC is associated with increased self care (such as doing

exercises)



Psychological Processes and Pain 
Blame

• Patients that have a tendency to blame others for their pain and 
related consequences tend to experience greater physical and 
emotional suffering

• One study in orthopedic patients found that pain scores were 13.5x higher 
for individuals that had high initial pain and held external attributions of 
responsibility for their injury

• Severity of injury was not a significant predictor of outcome

• Individuals with work related injury are 11 times more likely to have

an external attribution to their pain

• Blame can also predict PTSD following MVA



Role of Environment in Pain:
Stress

• Stressful environments and experiences:

• Magnify pain

• Generate pain de novo or new pain

• Convincing animal studies, yet human studies focus more on 
extreme stress

• Stress can not only magnify pain but also create incentives for pain

behaviors in order to escape stressful situations



Role of Environment in Pain:
Behavioral

• Behaviors that are reinforced increase in frequency

• Behaviors not reinforced decrease in frequency-extinction

• Positive reinforcement is when a behavior is followed by a pleasant

consequence

• Negative reinforcement is when a behavior is followed by a 
negative consequence



Role of Environment in Pain 
Behavioral Contingencies

• Key Points for Operant Conditioning:

• It occurs without the knowledge of the individual

• Repetition is required, so the concept is more relevant to chronic 
conditions than acute ones

• Timing of reinforcement is critical

• An immediate small reinforcement may be more beneficial that a large delayed one

• Illness behaviors may become contingent on incentives and may

increase or decrease regardless of nociception



Role of Environment in

Pain: Gains

• Primary and secondary gains can reinforce

maladaptive behaviors and increase pain

primary gain- internal motivations

secondary gain- external motivation (solicitous spouse)

• Financial compensation has been associated with:

• Greater pain

• Less response to surgical and medical intervention

• When incentives for wellness are powerful, function can be 
preserved despite serious injury

• Return to work correlates more with preinjury wages



Role of Environment in Pain:

Gains

• Tertiary gains are incentives for illness that modify family’s (or third 

party) behavior

• Such that the family is incentivized by a disability check

• Home health aide that is also a family member

• Just because an individual may have gains from an injury or 
situation, it does not mean that pain is not real or that they are not 
suffering

• Some gains, such as disability, can improve depression and anxiety

and lessen despair



Nonopioid Pharmacotherapy of

Pain

• NSAIDS

• Cox 2 selective NSAIDS

• Adjunctive Medications

• Muscle relaxants



NSAIDS

• Work by blocking the production of 
prostaglandins through inhibition of 
cyclooxygenase (COX) enzymes, leading to 
reduction in inflammation

• Selective NSAIDS (celecoxib) are COX-2 
selective

• Many available over-the-counter

• Can inhibit platelet aggregation- risk of GI 
ulcers and bleeds, also cardiac side effects



Antidepressants

• TCA’s have long been used for the management of neuropathic

Pain (amitryptiline, nortryptiline, imipramine)

• Analgesic action may be independent of antidepressant action

• Evidence suggests that they may modify pain-modulating pathways

and enhance endogenous opioid response

• Most effective for continuous, burning or dysesthetic pain

• Slow (several weeks) onset of action, anticholinergic side effects



SNRIs

• A good alternative for patients not able to tolerate TCA

(duloxetine, milnacipran)

• As a general rule, the more selective for serotonin, the less

analgesia

• Duloxetine has been efficacious in restoring functional status and

decreasing pain scores in diabetic peripheral neuropathy

-also approved for chronic musculoskeletal pain, 

fibromyalgia



Anticonvulsants

• Demonstrated Efficacy in neuropathic pain:

• Carbamazepine

• Phenytoin

• Gabapentin

• Pregabalin

• May reduce pain by reducing neuronal excitability and local 
neuronal discharges

• Helpful in pain syndromes characterized by paroxysmal or

lancinating pain (burning and allodynia)



Anesthetics

• Neuropathic pain has been found to respond transiently to high

doses of IV local anesthetics, such as lidocaine

• Anesthetics suppress the activity of dorsal

horn cells

• Limited evidence for intranasal ketamine, intravenous 

ketamine has shown mixed results

• Lidocaine available in topical preparations (ointment, 

patch)



Cannabis

• May have a role for refractory chronic

neuropathic pain

• Can increase dopamine and produce euphoria

• Portland VA Evidenced based Synthesis
Program showed a low strength of evidence
that cannabis may improve pain in MS

• Otherwise, insufficient evidence for cannabis
use in other chronic pain patients



Alpha-Agonists

• Studied in a wide variety of pain syndromes

• Clonidine may help the action of morphine

• Limiting factors are hypotension and sedation

• Tizanidine has been shown to have anti-noceptive properties,

particularly in muscle and tissue pain



Topical Agents

• Can be useful in several disorders with continuous pain

• Action is local rather than systemic

• More effective in peripheral pain syndromes versus central

• Usually insufficient alone to provide pain relief

• May increase pain in the beginning (secondary to substance P 
release)



Muscle Relaxants

• Spasmolytic agents include:

• Baclofen

• Tizanidine

• Benzodiazepines

• Helpful in conditions that produce flexor and extensor spasms

because of neuronal injury

• Also useful in chronic muscle spasm



Muscle Relaxants

• Other substances are marketed as muscle relaxers:

• Cyclobenzaprine

• Carisoprodol

• Methocarbamol

• Chlorzoxazone

• No clear spasmolytic action but may act through CNS depression



Pain Management in Individuals
with SUD

• Pain increases anxiety and depression and should not be

minimized or overlooked

• Individuals with SUD often experience particularly high levels of
anxiety in association with trauma or surgery because they fear
their pain will not be controlled

• Acknowledging their concerns can help with pain management



Pain Management in Individuals
with SUD

• Address the use disorder

• Start with an open and non-judgmental approach

about concerns

• Patients will fear that awareness of their
problem will negatively affect the manner in
which their physicians and other providers
approach their care

• Address their anxiety by reassurance that this
will not impede efforts to address their pain



Pain Management in Individuals
with Addiction

• Exposure to substances during an acute visit can increase risk of

relapse

• However, so can untreated or undertreated pain, anxiety and

depression

• Non-opioid based treatment with an active recovery program can

be an effective combination



WHO Stepladder for Treatment of

Pain



CDC Guideline for Prescribing 
Opioids 

https://www.cdc.gov/opioids/providers/prescribing/pdf/prescribing

-opioids-pocket-guide.pdf



MOUD Waiver Training
Fall 2022

Friday, October 28

Thursday, December 8

CME credit earned upon completion

Medications for Opioid Use Disorder



Questions


